Next Organisation virtual

Suddenly Remote
Work!?
Format
Multi-modular virtual format supplemented by asynchronous
learning and transfer units on our digital learning platform

Virtual journey to develop
a new leadership &
collaboration concept

Who for
For leaders who want to adapt the way they collaborate to the
new parameters and develop them to be fit for the future

Why

Contents

Because, so far, only one is certain: there is
no going back to the situation before March 2020.
The future of leadership and collaboration is here.
Now! How can we actively shape it? What needs to be
considered in the New Normal? Working from home?
Limited space in the office? Virtual communication
and meetings? New tools? Changed workflows? Time
to re-organise!
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Leadership, remote collaboration: a disruptive change
Establishing and fostering trust and confidence in the system
Communication in the virtual world
Creating transparency and new methods of collaboration
Self-organisation and motivation
Transfer consulting, implementation, virtual team development

The concept
For most teams, future collaboration is a true change process.
More important to establishing a new form of self-organisation
and teamwork will be, among other things, trust, changed
communication, and focus on transparency.

In this training format we first shine a light on: Why are these
aspects in particular what will make collaboration and leadership
successful in the future? We support you with tools, application
and reflection activities, and sharing of experience.

Future-proof collaboration
and leadership
The virtual format Suddenly Remote Work supports
the evolution away from a face-to-face to a blended
collaboration culture. In addition to new tools and
processes, this also means developing a new mindset
and additional skills. The starting point for this are
the individuals and their organizational environment.

Information on organisation and program:
The format can be conducted as a supplement to ongoing development programs or on an
organisation-specific basis. Your organizational context (culture, level of digitalization, organisation,
sector, etc.) is an important part of the format. The 6 modules take half a day each and are ideally
organised as 3 learning days with one week transfer time each between the live web sessions.
The participants are given access to our virtual academy, which provides blinks (such as impulses,
short films, reflection questions) to help them prepare as well as for follow-up and consolidation.
Ideal group size: 8. Where required, we additionally offer 1-on-1 coaching sessions.
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Contact
P1 Consulting GmbH
Goldstraße 16 –18, 33602 Bielefeld

For further information and
personal consultation:

+49 521 54 37 39 29
info@p1-c.de
www.p1-consulting.de

